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the last IDEAL PARADISE was shown in jakarta on the 26th, 28th and 29th february 2020 at the 

national film production studio (PFN). the choreography staging and installation exhibition involved 

an international team and indonesian artists from various indonesian cities who had different 

theater backgrounds. this report consists of three parts. the first part is about installation and 

staging. the report in the first part is certainly not free from the subjective interpretation of the 

writer, but many of them refer to the observations and conversations of visitors who had captured 

the author and also conversations with visitors. the second part is about impressions, including 

from visitors. the third part contains consideration notes.  

 

I. performance  

the choice of staging location (PFN building), it needs to be recognized, is a smart choice. the last 

IDEAL PARADISE (tlIP) weaves the present into past history and questions the future. through 

several carefully selected texts, tlIP drew on the biblical eschatological promise of the best order of 

life in eternity into the world's mortality. tlIP transforms religious messages about heaven into a 

collective imagination of the ideal order of daily living together. may the ideal system, in the 

present, be called democracy. in the performance, the knots of political history, ideology, ritual and 

myth are connected through veiled questions. who created the ideal system? ideal for whom? who 

gets the room and who gets ostracized?  

the PFN website takes viewers back to the space that shaped the imagination of indonesians en 

masse, especially in the new order era. certainly, most of the viewers have watched at least a few 

PFN films produced for the sake of government education and propaganda. there was silently 

something dark there, though maybe not all visitors were aware of it.  

 

there is a tickling paradox in tlIP. the long-abandoned dull spaces evoke discomfort, and are even 

horrified, when they are united with installations that showcase vile history to find the 'ideal 

paradise.' however, tlIP does not merely represent the past. some performers stand frozen as part 

of the installation (one half face down). their presence aroused curiosity. in the midst of past 

deaths, there is a present that is truly alive. however, they are equally mute. only their eyes 

occasionally looked at visitors; short, piercing, suing. the staging structure in the main studio 

makes visitors who initially come as spectators become part of the performance. there was 

stuttering at first. moreover, they were gripped by smoke, rhythmic sounds that filled the entire 

hall, and the choreography of the performers' bodies in the dim light. the performers also surged 

towards the audience and caused confusion.  

the audience was more relaxed in the procession circling the building through dark and chaotic 

hallways. returning to the hall which suddenly became narrow, they felt for themselves the 

struggle for space, the marking of the territory, and removal. melting together with the players, 

they witnessed a body that was hit by politics. the body, which then rubs together, first pairs, then 

forms overlapping sets of propensities that keep moving. some visitors interpret this section as a 

symbol of solemn basic human features: interdependent. the last part of the performance was very 

touching. almost no visitors recognized the speech footage of one of the founders (founding 

fathers) of the republic of indonesia. however, that is not important. what is more important is the 

content of the text and how it is delivered. followed by the quiet voices and cries of the ghost 

team, all the performers marched forward from one corner of the hall. in the final part, the 

audience also listens to the key pieces of life history of each performer. there is experience of 

racism, class differences, political trauma, religious pressure, and so on. the performance closed 

with a big challenge for the future: what kind of life will we build together?  

 

II. impression  

the first interesting impression is the reaction of the audience, which varies on each night of the 

show. in fact, they are different people every night, not people who come more than once and 

learn from experience on the first / second night. if the goethe institut has sufficient data on 

visitors (for example, institutional or professional affiliations), it would be interesting to see its 

statistics on the third night. staging that fuses the players with the audience is very rare in 

indonesia, or maybe it never was. they feel something strange, a surprise, when the performers 

would also 'become a spectator' through the sharp eyes watching the audience in front of him. 

many viewers admitted the new experience was shocking, nervous, and curious. they are made to 

wonder: what will they experience next?  



 

quite a lot of viewers are helped by films / texts that are shown and spoken, especially those 

accompanied by indonesian. it must be recognized that not all visitors understand english very 

well. in the event that this problem exists, it can still be said that they experienced tlIP through 

their entire drama.  

the procession isn't all smooth. there are spectators who catch the whispers of the ghost team with 

curiosity. someone was amazed: "is he really talking to me?" or confused, "oh, i thought he was 

inviting me to talk, but when i answered it turned out he kept talking" (heard in a conversation 

between the audience). it's a bit unfortunate that there was this part that had been "scattered." 

not all ghost performers are sure of what they are doing, maybe because they see the reaction of 

some viewers who are busy talking to themselves.  

the final part impressed many spectators. they did not expect at all to be faced with living archives. 

the figure who initially felt strange and even "intimidating" (the term of visitors in a discussion with 

claudia) suddenly appeared as a human person who told a key event in his life. the stories are 

personal but not without connection with the surrounding cultural socio-political climate.  

what also needs to be appreciated is claudia bosse's unique way of managing visitors to enter the 

building. she invited the audience in person and then invited them into group after group. 

occasionally she greeted kindly, "do you want to go in now?" this method makes visitors waiting 

eagerly to be invited soon. in other words, the show began even before the stage itself was 

entered.  

 

III. notes  

tlIP performances in indonesia involve artists from several countries with different theater 

backgrounds. it may sound cliché to say that this performance is a place of good exchange of 

experience and culture. as a matter of fact, all parties involved acknowledged the intense learning 

process in the midst of a very tight training schedule and strict discipline.  

the language barrier that appeared at the beginning of the exercise, is quite certain, can be 

effectively overcome. claudia made a quick decision on the ground for some necessary 

modifications to "save" the performance. meanwhile, during training sessions which, according to 

some players, were shocking because of the different culture of speech and work habits, it did not 

turn out to be an ongoing issue. this is evident from the smooth performances and the apparent 

warmth among artists outside of the time of practice / staging. some indonesian artists can even 

jokingly say 'shock' experience. the installation of the results of collaboration with the indonesian 

team was also commendable, as was the design of the out-costume of the players who were 

praised by many visitors.  

tlIP received positive reviews in several indonesian newspapers and magazines. i myself dare say 

that tlIP staging in jakarta was very successful, both in terms of staging, interaction with the 

audience, and cooperation between nations. it is regrettable that the comments in the german-

language newspaper (faz) are actually written with a very limited narrow perspective, without 

discussing the staging itself.  

some visitors (and one or two indonesian players) once questioned the role of indonesian artists: 

why they were not involved in more complicated choreography, given that some already had body-

performance skills. the answer can be technical in terms of a relatively short training period, or 

experience in previous tlIP performances. however, i suspect it is more related to claudia's concept 

of the ghost team in tlIP. one thing is certain, they are not just frills. the ghost team is an 

important part of the integrity of the tlIP performance.  

indeed, tlIP can look like it wants to display many things. however, what is abundant in the end is 

not fragmented. all unite in the historical circle of human longing for the 'ideal paradise' and the 

effort to achieve it, with all the consequences in the politics of space and time. 


